Start body color side up.

1. Create an 8x8 grid, alternating mountain and valley folds.
2. Make a horizontal valley crease through the 3rd square and change the crease above it to a mountain.
3. Pleat the vertical sides in on existing creases while making the mountain/valley diagonal folds.
4. Next view is enlarged detail.

**EYE:**

5. Valley fold the corner up.
7. Valley fold up to the crease.
8. Valley fold up to the crease again.
9. Valley fold the flap up on the crease.
10. Repeat steps 5-9 for the right side eye.

11. Pleat the right side over to meet the left.

12. Turn over.

13. A) Valley fold the top left corner down. 
   B) Valley fold diagonally through all layers, pivoting on the crease created in step 2.

14. Valley fold the corners down.

15. Collapse and turn over.

16. Unfold back to Step 11.

17. Add new diagonal creases and reinforce existing creases as shown. Begin collapsing on the red lines, which will bring the head, neck and shoulders together.

18. Pinch the corners together along the diagonal valley creases to collapse the body in and create the arms.

19. Open out the side flaps and add 2 diagonal mountain creases. Push in and up at the center to collapse.

20. Open out the bottom leg flap and 
   A) valley fold up on the existing crease
   B) close the flap again
   C) valley fold the flap to the crease to create the foot. Repeat on the right.

21. Shape the arms to finish.